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GDPR & PECR
10-Video Training Pack
“Hello - I wanted to let you know that I passed the CIPP/E exam today. And
your videos were a big help in helping me understand a lot of key matters.
Thank you!”

Brought to you by

Why Privacy Kitchen®?
Cisco report that 90% of the time Privacy is managed by
professionals in IT, Security, Ops or Compliance, which matches
our experience in the market.
They’re not Privacy professionals. Yes they’re professionals in their
area, but they already had a full-time role (or roles) before Privacy
was ‘given’ to them.

✔ ‘bite-sized’ videos on single
topics
✔ ’coffee-break’ interviews
with Guest Chefs,
experienced practitioners
who bring you their lessons
learned
✔ ‘bigger bite’ roundtables
with multiple Guest Chefs,
getting deeper into a topic
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We heard again and again from these professionals – our users at
Keepabl® – that the Privacy training they received could be just as
confusing as GDPR itself! Far too technical, or too focused on
‘thought leadership’ … leaving them none the wiser on
implementing GDPR at their organisations.
That’s why we started Privacy Kitchen®, our YouTube channel that’s
your FREE resource de-mystifying all the jargon, rules and
obligations.

“Thanks for sharing this, Robert. GDPR is a scary topic for
many businesses, but you're making it easy to understand!”
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Why this FREE Training Pack?
At Keepabl, we know how important proper Privacy practice is –
Privacy’s a human right after all.
It’s not just GDPR, it’s the UK DPA and the e-Privacy rules. And
Security is of course fundamental to your Privacy Governance.
We think everyone should have access to great learning materials so
they can understand the rules, and what’s expected of them.
That’s why we’ve put together 10 popular videos from Privacy
Kitchen that you can use for everything from GDPR 101 for all-hands
training, to important areas for key business functions.
There’s lots more on privacykitchen.tv/videos so get stuck in and
use #privacykitchen to let us know what you’d like us to cover next!
✔ From ‘What is GDPR?’
✔ To speciﬁc training for
specialist teams such as
Marketing and the ‘Email
Marketing Rules’
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“Pure gold! Thanks.”
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The Privacy Playlist
Watch the videos in our playlist in the order below, and you’ll
rapidly get to grips with the key issues under GDPR and PECR.

1. What is GDPR?

2. GDPR’s 7 Principles

7. What’s a Breach for GDPR?

3. Article 6 GDPR

8. What’s a Transfer for GDPR?

4. 10 Steps to GDPR Compliance

5. Controllers v Processors
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6. GDPR & WFH

9. Do I need a DPO?

10. Email Marketing and PECR
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What is GDPR?

One for the all-hands training, taking you through from the basics of
GDPR to key takeaways for all staff.
Learn the ins and outs of GDPR in less than 10 minutes.
A great place to start. Grab a cuppa and jump in!
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GDPR’s 7 Principles

GDPR, like the Data Protection Directive before it, is a
principles-driven law. And these principles ﬂow throughout
international conventions and so you’ll also see them in laws
overseas.
Keep these 7 Principles in mind and you can’t go far wrong when
thinking through any Privacy problem.
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GDPR’s 6 Legal Bases

You’ll need to establish which of the 6 legal bases in Article 6 of
GDPR is right for your processing of personal data – before you
process the personal data.
Fines are coming through more and more on this, so it’s something
you ignore at your peril!
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10 Steps to GDPR Compliance

Follow our 10 steps to begin embedding great processes that will
accelerate your compliance.
From getting senior sponsorship, through building your Data Map,
risk assessments, policies and more, we lay out your best path to
GDPR compliance!
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Controllers v Processors

This fundamental question can even confuses the most seasoned
Privacy Pro! It’s time to learn the differences.
We run through the test in GDPR and regulator’s checklists.
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GDPR & Working From Home

In a post-pandemic world, many have opted to stay working from
home, whether ‘hybrid’ or fully remote.
Learn how to stay GDPR compliant while working from home, the
coffee shop, Bali… (we wish!)
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What’s a Breach under GDPR?

Identify the three types of Breach under GDPR, learn the 4 Key Facts,
with 20 real-world examples from the regulators.
With escalating cyber risks, you need to know how to identify a
personal data breach so you can act quickly – you may only have 72
hours to notify the regulator!
And see our great video on 7 Steps to Prepare for a GDPR Breach!
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What’s a Transfer under GDPR?

We give some much needed clarity, with 5 key facts
that will make understanding Transfers a breeze.
And on transfer, see our great videos on Schrems II bringing down
Privacy Shield and the EU regulators decisions that Google
Analytics was illegal under GDPR.
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Do I need a DPO?

Some do, most don’t! But it’s crucial you know when and why so you
can make the right decision for your organisation.
And see our great videos Who can be my DPO? and What does a
DPO do?
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Email marketing is PECR, Not GDPR

Yep, that’s right – email marketing is covered by something else!
Learn the rules around email marketing under PECR.
And see our great videos on B2B Email Marketing Rules and
B2C Email Marketing Rules!
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Congratulations! Now you’ve earned your Sous Chef status, why not
dive into our other content and become a Master Chef!
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And come see us at Keepabl.com!
Struggling to know where to start? Is your RoPA unmanageable,
strung out over various spreadsheets?
Time to automate! You use SaaS for HR, Finance and Sales for a
reason.
✔

See why one consultant believes we save his clients between 50% and
70% on ongoing Privacy governance.

✔

Or why listed wealth manager Canaccord Genuity UK & Europe says: ‘We’re
delighted to have a solution that has such a positive effect on how we
work and meet ongoing GDPR compliance across countries.’

✔

Or investor MML Capital says: ‘Keepabl’s Dashboard helpfully visualises our
GDPR KPIs. We can give stakeholders tailored access, and we can work
more efﬁciently with our external advisers. All this saves me lots of time –
and stress!’

Keepabl named to the RegTech100 for 2021 & 2022!

hello@keepabl.com
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‘The world’s most innovative RegTech companies
that every leader in the regulatory industry needs to
know about’
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